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Tender specifications for -86°C Deep Freezer  
 

1. Capacity400 L to 420 L 
2. Must be capable to hold ≥24000nos of 2ml vials 
3. Power consumption of the freezer (with shelves) at set point -80 °C, 21 – 23 °C ambient 

conditions, should be < 11 kW/day  
4. Should have space saving foot print (WxD): 80 x 86 cm 
5. Pull down time of empty freezer ( with shelves) from 22°C to -85 °C should be <4.2 hrs. 
6. Shouldhave atleast5 compartments with 4 adjustable height shelves 
7. Each compartment must have individual inner door. 
8. Heat output should be less than 450W 
9. Lowest temperature must go upto–86°C  
10. Should maintain –86°C even at 32°C room temperature,  
11. Micro Processor control of temperature and alarms with non-volatile memory,  
12. Key pad programing only ( not touch screen) 
13. Automatic reset to prevent microprocessor controller from failure caused by power spikes. 
14. Display should be in the eye level. 
15. Must have hermetically-sealed two stage cascade system (Compressor 2 x ¾ HP)  
16. Noise level must be <59dB 
17. Insulation by 5” thick polyurethane foam only 
18. Temperature should be placed at the middle of the freezer 
19. Should have inbuilt diagnostic software for service issues 
20. 4-digit  password to prevent unauthorized use,  
21. Should have battery backup to activate alarms and display temperature during power outage.  
22. Should have audible and visible alarms for temperature, filter clean, power out, low Battery, system 

fail, fault analysis,  
23. Should have option from the same manufacturer to provide polypropylene autoclavable 

cryoboxes with high-contrast permanent alphanumeric marking of each location through 
laser labeling and transparent lid  with writing areas on it. 

24. Compressor lubricants should be biodegradable and commercially-available and should 
prevent 
oil-logging 

25. Must have heated air vent with manual plunger to prevent vacuum formation,    
26. Must have auto restart function after power failure,  
27. Should meet WEEE directives for disposal 
28. Certification  : CE and CSA certified,  
29. Should have > 50 nos of installations in and around Kolkata  
30. Service from direct manufacturer with their service centre in kolkata is preferable  
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